A Deep Information Sharing Network for Multi-Contrast Compressed Sensing MRI Reconstruction.
Compressed sensing (CS) theory can accelerate multi-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by sampling fewer measurements within each contrast. However, conventional optimization-based reconstruction models suffer several limitations, including a strict assumption of shared sparse support, time-consuming optimization, and "shallow" models with difficulties in encoding the patterns contained in massive MRI data. In this paper, we propose the first deep learning model for multi-contrast CS-MRI reconstruction. We achieve information sharing through feature sharing units, which significantly reduces the number of model parameters. The feature sharing unit combines with a data fidelity unit to comprise an inference block, which are then cascaded with dense connections, allowing for efficient information transmission across different depths of the network. Experiments on various multi-contrast MRI datasets show that the proposed model outperforms both state-of-the-art single-contrast and multi-contrast MRI methods in accuracy and efficiency. We demonstrate that improved reconstruction quality can bring benefits to subsequent medical image analysis. Furthermore, the robustness of the proposed model to misregistration shows its potential in real MRI applications.